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_EW ITER AP -'A TJhilosorhy professor turned investigator says the 

Varner Commission was wren-; in ruliao that Lee Ilarve:i Oswald was the 
lone killer of "'resident 4ennody. 
"There were four shots frua three guns. ,9  writes Josiah Thouooson 

in an article in the Dec. 2 issue of the 	turday Lvoning Post. 
homTison based his conclusions on his own detailed investigation of 

of the assassination, the 7;arren Commission's at volumes and. 
Jooroocr. commission evidence in the 1:-.Ltional Archives. 

says his new evidence does not prove that the 
nation vs a conspiracy. or does it prove Oswald's 

inn000L_ce. It shows that the question of Oswald's olAlt must 
remain-four years after the event-still unanswered." 
In an editorial'the.lost said "We believe the 1:ennedy mystery has 

not 1Jeen solved, ut the case is not closed. 
''any readers- 	orhaps many offlolals, .too-react to the whole 

subject by turns away and tryinc tr avoid it. Is the question 
real]i too ugly to be raised, or are we just too childish to face 

ahcoopson, 	a havy veteran ana graduate of Yale University, now 
tcL,ches at liaverford College. His article was extracted from his 

2,econds in Dallas,' not vet 1-.,ublished. 
TIL0Lo5 n aro. uas that the first anE thin d snots firea at the 

Preoiaootial motorcade strucz Kennedy. :iost likely they were 
firca 

	

	wo the Texas School Look Depository but not necessarily by 
.oc says . The second shot, I..1i.OPS014 OLAIZ, WAS PILED Ri 

IZL000lo ,:Lrouss that the first ana third shots fired at the 
Prooidential iootorcade struck .LC-.ennedoy. iiot likely they were 
ftred from the lo.a:as School Look Derository but not necessarily by 

he so.ye. The second. shot, Tilompson claims, was fired f*om 
•.0000D: buildin to the rear of the motorcade-most T:rotly the 
oOHoo 

 
county .;Acoords .buildinE, cater-cornered from the depository. 

.00s :-diet, he theorizes, was the one that wounded. Lov. John 

Idoiest imediately after the third shot nit:Lennedy in the head, 
claims a fourth 2hot also struch the 2resilent 5s 

i eon oelieves this shot was fired from in front of the 
Trooidential liinousine in the -vicinity of a fence and some trees 
where an eyewitness haa seen a Duff of smoke and where several 
cars had been seen shortl; before the assassination. 
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fourth shot theory •:;5.nd repeated his contention that 
-oL;o 

 
we.-- fired and tnat Jewald acted alone, 

o'ne Eresido:, _ad I were hit Ly separate bullets," said 
.o'ovilie, Tenn., to address a Democratic rally. "I 

oo_Lo ocooteho to•ore were three shots fired. I doWt believe therE 
one oxsassin.' 
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Thompson based his conclusions in part on an amateur movie filmed 

during; the assassination by Ja.braham Zapruder, a srectator. The 

L.ovie was also central to the Warren Cori mission's findings. 

lhom:pson, however, says his studies were made of a sharper co 'y 

of the orisinal-curchased from Zarruder by Life magazine for 
Y4,0, , L -than the film the commission had, which he` e says is a coo-v 

of a copy of the oricinal. 
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He also doubts, as have many other critics of the commission, 

that co‘.1dssion exhibit 	 an almost undamaged bullet fired from 

Uswald's rifle, could have wounded both 1;.ennedy and Connally, 

as the commission has alleed. Thompson claims bullet 3. 

rrobably penetrated only a short way into the President's back, fell 

out later at Parkland uos24tal during the President's emergency 

treatment, and was found by a souvenir hunter who placed it in a 
nearby stretcher when he realized its significance. 

The commission concluded bullet 	 had wounded both ic.ennedy and the 
Texas governor and subsequently fell from Connally onto his 

stretcher. This is the so-called "single bullet theory'' which is 

central to the tarren .c.eport. 

In attacking this and the theory of a single assassin, Thompson 

refers to discrepancies of eye and ear witnesses to the crime as 
well as medical testimony which have been variously interpreted 

by the Warren commission as well .as. its critics. 

In reconstructin the assassination, Thompson says his "scenario 
is an amalacam of hard fact and educated speculation."  

he draws his theory of three assassins from interpretation of the 

facts of timin_ of the frames of the Zapruder film, but he does 

not sJeculate on who the ,unmen are. 
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